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General User’s Manual
Finding ESAMS
The web site login can be accessed directly by using the following URL:
https://esams.cnic.navy.mil/ESAMS_Gen_2/loginESAMS.aspx
Users can also find the login at http://www.hgwllc.com
Select the “Customer Login” hyperlink in the top right corner; then click on the “Click Here to Log In (DoD
Users)” link that is located on the Customers Login page.

Logging into ESAMS
When a user reaches the ESAMS Login page, they will see one of three screens, depending on the user’s
account status. Users who reach the login page with a CAC/PKI certificate, and who have a registered
account in ESAMS, will see the “CAC/PKI Login” button. Clicking this button logs the user into the ESAMS
website. Users who have not yet done so will be asked to create a “Code Word” that will be used by the
ESAMS Help Desk to verbally identify the user, should the user need to contact the Help Desk for support.
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Users who reach the login page with a CAC/PKI certificate, but who do not have a registered account in
ESAMS, will see the “Request ESAMS Account” button.

Clicking this button takes the user to a new page on which the system has pulled the following
information as it appears in the Defense Enrollment Eligibility Reporting System (DEERS) website:
 DoD ID
 Last Name
 First Name
 DoB
 Gender
The user will be required to fill in the rest of the required information on the page:
 Service Status: The Service Status of the user (USN Active, Contractor, etc.)
 Account Request Reason: The reason the user is requesting an ESAMS account, selected from
a drop-down.
 Cmd/Org: The command or organization at which the user is stationed.
 Dept/Code: The department or code within the command/organization at which the user is
stationed.
 Installation: The installation at which the user is stationed.
 Phone Number: The user should select either “DSN” or “Commercial” and enter the
appropriate/matching number.
 Email: The email address is not required to request an account, but users are advised to enter
this information so that the administrator can notify the user once the account has been
authenticated. Also, ESAMS uses email to notify the user for other reasons (training due, etc.).
Once all required information is entered on the page, clicking the “Submit Account Request” button
completes the user’s request. The user must now wait for a local Personnel Administrator to authenticate
the account. Once the account is authenticated, the user can log in using the “CAC/PKI Login” button on
the ESAMS Login page. Note: While waiting for authentication, the user can still access the “Global
Training Registration” button to enroll in scheduled classes.
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Users who reach the login page without a CAC/PKI certificate, and who have a registered account in
ESAMS, will see the “User ID” and “Password” fields. These users must enter their User ID and Password,
then click the “Login” button to log into the ESAMS website. Users who have not yet done so will be asked
to create a “Code Word” that will be used by the ESAMS Help Desk to verbally identify the user, should the
user need to contact the Help Desk for support. These users will also be required to select and answer
three (3) security questions for additional verification purposes.

Note: Users who reach the login page without a CAC/PKI certificate, and who do not have a
registered account in ESAMS cannot log into ESAMS, nor can they request a new account.

Logging into ESAMS – Motorcycle Safety
Upon logging in, if the user’s employee record does not show a response to the Motorcycle Survey, the user will
see a screen asking them whether or not they own, plan to own or ride a motorcycle. (According to
OPNAVINST 5100.12J, all military personnel who operate a motorcycle on/off base, all DoD civilian personnel
who operate a motorcycle on base and Civilian Personnel that are required to operate a motorcycle as part of
their assigned duties are required to complete a COMNAVSAFECEN approved motorcycle rider safety course.)
Selecting “Owner”, “Other” or “Plan to Own” expands the page to display the Motorcycle Operator
Questionnaire, which assists Motorcycle Coordinators in ensuring personnel have the required motorcycle
training. The user must fill out the questionnaire before continuing.
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This form can also be reached by:
1) the user, in the user’s Profile (found under “My Links”);
2) the user’s supervisor, in the user’s Profile (found under “View and Assign Direct Reports”);
3) a PA Administrator, in the user’s personnel record.
At any time, the user or supervisor may go back into the Profile and click the “Update Census Status” button –
this will allow the user to change their motorcycle rider information. If a user notes themselves as “Not a Rider”
after having been noted as a rider, a PA Administrator must remove the “Motorcycle Operator Initial” duty/task
for the training requirement to be removed. Note: When completing the Motorcycle Information form, the
user must select the “Save” button to retain the information.
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Per Traffic Safety Program Instructions, it is a Command/Organization's responsibility to identify those Military
Personnel that operate motorcycles (on/off base and on/off duty) and Civilian Personnel that are required to
operate a motorcycle as part of their assigned duties. Response to the below questionnaire will determine if
additional data will be required and if specific training requirements will be tracked for each person. Operators
of motorcycles with attached sidecars, operators of three-wheeled vehicles and operators of scooters, mopeds
or other two-wheeled vehicles that may be operated without a driver license motorcycle endorsement are not
required to complete motorcycle training.
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Reset Password
Note: Users who have their Login Preference set to “CAC/PKI Only” or “Both” will not see the
“Reset Password” link. “CAC/PKI Only” users cannot have passwords reset, and “Both” users
must change the password from the Account Management link. User ID/Password users who cannot
remember their Password for ESAMS can use the “Reset Password” link located below the login fields.
Clicking on the “Reset Password” link takes the user to a new page through which the user can reset his/her
Password. The user must enter information to verify the identity of the user. Once the user’s identity is
established, ESAMS will send the user an email containing two methods allowing the user to reset the
password:

1) The user will be provided a link. Clicking on this link takes the user to a page on which the user can
reset the password.
2) The user will also be provided with a Password Reset Token. This token will consist of a string of
characters. The user can click on the “Reset Password” link again, then click the “Enter a Password
Reset Token” button. Entering the User ID and the Password Reset Token takes the user to a page on
which the user can reset the password.
Forgot User ID
Note: Users who have their Login Preference set to “CAC/PKI Only” or “Both” will not see the “Forgot
User ID” link. “CAC/PKI Only” users cannot have User ID’s reset, and “Both” users must change the
User ID from the Account Management link after having logged in using CAC/PKI. User ID/Password
users who cannot remember their User ID for ESAMS can use the “Forgot User ID” link located below the login
fields. Clicking on the “Forgot User ID” link opens a new window in which the user can retrieve his/her User ID.
The user must verify their account by entering identifying information. Once the account is verified, the system
will email the User ID to the email address listed on the user’s profile. If the user has no email listed, they will
be required to enter additional validation information and ESAMS will display the user’s current User ID on the
screen.
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Becoming Familiar with ESAMS
Navigation Bar

The Navigation Bar at the top of the page contains several links available to aid the user in navigating to the
desired application. It should be noted that users will only see Navigation Bar links pertinent to their access
in the system. The Navigation Bar contains the following sections:












Web Training: Allows the user to take available web courses.
Reports: Open a new section containing links to gain data from ESAMS.
My Tools: Links commonly used by general users.
Global Training: Allows the user to enroll in scheduled training anywhere it is provided.
Dashboards: Preset ESAMS reports allowing users to view data from ESAMS.
Resources: Allows access to various forms and documents that have been provided for the user.
Bugs: Allows the user to inform ESAMS of errors or issues occurring on the website.
Live Chat: Allows the user to contact an ESAMS Help Desk member for assistance.
Help: Allows access to ESAMS-specific information to assist the user.
Log Out: Allows the user to properly exit the website.
Current User: Clicking the cogwheel next to the user’s name displays the user’s Last Login Information.

My Actions
My Requests contains communication
regarding user requests sent through the
ESAMS system (My Requests) and links
to records for which the user has been
asked to take action (My Actions).

My Tools
My Tools contains all the basic areas that a
standard user would need to access in
ESAMS.
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Needed Training Widget
The Needed Training widget displays at
the top of the ESAMS Main page. The
widget shows all training requirements
that are overdue or coming due for the
user (overdue dates will be displayed in
red). The widget information updates
each time the user logs into ESAMS.
Clicking the “Training History” link
opens a new window in which the user
can view a list of completed trainings.

Help
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

“Common ESAMS Acronyms” opens a document
describing acronyms used within ESAMS.
“EMAIL XXXX Safety Office” allows the user to
contact their regional/group safety office via email.
“ESAMS Administrators” shows personnel with
administrative access to view/edit the user’s
information.
“ESAMS Manuals” contains detailed instructional
manuals for each application.
“ESAMS Templates” contains spreadsheets used
to provide required information to ESAMS.
“FAQs” (Frequently Asked Questions)
“POC Listing” displays lists of Points of Contact for
all user groups.
“Questions or Comments” provides a link for the
Webmaster. This should only be used for problems
specific to the web application functions and should
not be safety program issues.
ESAMS Help Desk number and hours of operation
can be found under “Contact Us”.
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ESAMS System Basics
System Basics include the following topics:
•
•
•
•

Basic Navigation
Pop-up Types in ESAMS
Getting Familiar with ESAMS
Profile

Basic Navigation
Users should try to refrain from using their browser “Back” or
“Forward” buttons. Each page in ESAMS should have an
“Exit,” “Return to Main Page” link, or a “Back” button within
the web application that will allow users to navigate properly
through the application screens.

Exiting ESAMS
When a user is finished using the system, he/she should log
out of the system by using the “Log Out” buttons that can be
found throughout the applications in the top right corner.
Each time a user logs into ESAMS, a “session” record is
created. A user is only allowed one session at a time, and
cannot log in with the same user account while that account
is under an active session. Using the “Log Out” buttons to
leave ESAMS ends the session properly. Not using the “Log
Out” buttons could cause the user to be locked out of
ESAMS until the session is closed.

Messaging Pop-Ups
Below is an example of an ESAMS Message Pop-up. These pop-ups act much like email, but send
messages directly to our Technical Support Department.
There are three important items to remember about pop-up email:
Time Outs!: The Pop-up window will automatically close after approximately 15 minutes.
Pop-Ups Can Hide: Pop-ups are really only little browser windows and can sometimes hide behind a larger
browser window. If a Pop-Up won't open, it may be because it's already open; check the status bar for
multiple browser windows.
Include Your Name and Phone Number: Supplying your name, email, and/or phone number will expedite
a response. This is not necessary, as the ESAMS Technical Support members can trade messages with
users through the “My Requests” tab, but can help if the support member needs direct contact.
Revised 09/08/2017
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Using Other Pop-Up Types
Pop-Up Selection windows are used throughout the ESAMS system to
populate data fields. To the right is an example of the triangle to click to
access these pop-up selection boxes. The triangle refers to a pop-up
selector. Whenever possible, select the triangle to generate a pop-up
selection menu.

DO NOT TYPE INTO THE FIELDS WHEN THERE IS A POP-UP SELECTOR AVAILABLE TO USE!

There are four basic types of Pop-Up Types:





Calendar/Time
Fill-In Search
Single Select
Multi-Select

Calendar/Time Pop-up Selection
To the right is an example of a calendar popup selection window used to select dates for
fields in the system.
To select a date follow these steps:
Select the year and then select the month.
Click on the desired date next. The calendar
pop-up window will disappear and the date
selected will appear in the text box. The
calendar is initially limited to selecting up to
the last ten years, but once a date is selected,
clicking on the calendar popup again opens
the selection to another ten years in the past.
Note: There are very few areas in ESAMS
(IDATS, Training Admin) that contain data
more than ten (10) years old, due to
required data maintenance procedures.

Also to the right is an example of a time popup selection window. The window displays
military time in 15-minute increments. Users
should select the time closest to the actual
desired time. The pop-up window will
disappear and the time you selected will
automatically populate the text box.
Revised 09/08/2017
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The Fill-In Search Selection Pop-Up
Below is an example of a Fill-In Search Selection Pop-Up. To begin your search, type all or part of the name
and then select the “Search” button.

Single Select Pop-Up Windows
Single Select (as the name implies) only
allows the user one item in the list as shown
to the right. Left-mouse-click on the correct
item - this action will populate the field and
the window will disappear. If the desired
record did not appear, try to change the
search criteria and search again.

Multi-Select Pop-Up Windows
Multi-Select pop-up lists allow the users to select more than one item. The user should check the box of
each item to be selected on the list. Only the checked items will be selected.
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Change Logs
All Users should be aware of the
change logs that are located
throughout all the applications
but only viewable by
administrative personnel. The
Change Log is an expandable
memo field that is appended
each time a user makes a
change to a record. The system
logs a date, time, user's name
and the action taken. This
allows system administrators
easily to view who, when and
why a record may have been
changed. This also serves as an
electronic trail to help identify
users who choose to abuse the
system or are consistently
careless in entering data.

On-Line Help
There are multiple ways to get assistance with ESAMS.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Review the ESAMS for General Users On-line training (3866)
Use “Questions and Comments” to send a message to the Webmaster for assistance
Download manuals from the ESAMS Manuals link
Send a Bug Message for assistance
FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions) page
Call the Help Desk during hours of operation
Use the “Live Chat” button to contact the Help Desk during hours of operation

Bugs Messaging
Bugs Messaging was referred to in the Messaging Pop-Ups. Administrators will see the “Bugs” button in the
navigation bar at the top of the page. This is yet another way to get assistance from ESAMS technical
support. Any problems or errors experienced should be pasted into this pop-up message, along with a
name and number to expedite the process of contacting the user concerning the resolution of the error or
problem.

ESAMS
This button returns the user to the ESAMS main page.
The link can be found on all pages.
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ESAMS Navigation Bar
The ESAMS navigation bar contains several links available to aid the user in navigating to the desired
applications. It should be noted that users will only see Navigation Bar links pertinent to their access in the
system.

Web Training
One of the main reasons a general user will log into ESAMS is to take required training. Clicking on the “Web
Training” link (found on the top navigation bar) will take the user to the Web Training area. At the top of the
page, the “Needed Web Trainings” area will display all ESAMS web training that is overdue or coming due for
the user. Clicking on the course ID will display the training course for the user. All available online courses will
be displayed below. Typing a name or ID in the “Quick Filter” will assist the user in finding a course.

Reports
The Reports link is primarily for Administrators; however, the General User has some reports they can run in this
area. The “Course Listing” report will give a list of all the courses available to be tracked on the individual in
ESAMS. The “Duty/Task Detail” report will give a list of all the Duty/Tasks available for the Administrator and/or
Supervisor to assign to the individual. Details for each course or duty/task can be found in these reports.
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Global Training Registration
Most users will go through the Classroom Training Schedule to find and enroll in classes that have been made
available to the user’s command/organization. However, the Global Training Registration area can be used to
find and enroll in classes that are outside of the user’s listed location. The “Global Training” link can be found in
the top navigation bar of the ESAMS Main page; the same area can be accessed by clicking the “Global
Training Registration” link at the bottom of the ESAMS Login page. Clicking either link takes the user to the
Global Training Registration area. Note: From the ESAMS Login page, the Global Training Registration
area is only accessible to user with a CAC/PKI login. Users who access the website with User
ID/Password must log in to the website and click on the link on the ESAMS Main page to access the
Global Training Registration area. Users who are awaiting authentication for an account request can
still access the Global Training Registration area from the login page.

Once the user has reached the Global Training Registration area, there are several options for the user.
1. ESAMS Main – Clicking this link will take the user to the main ESAMS website.
2. Live Chat – Clicking this link will open a new window for chatting with the ESAMS Help Desk (see
below).
3. Contact Us – Contact information for ESAMS, and a link to email the ESAMS webmaster.
4. Help – Login Help documents
5. Log Out – User should click this button when leaving ESAMS.
Revised 09/08/2017
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6. Motorcycle Survey – This area shows the current motorcycle rider information for the user.
a. Update – Clicking this button opens a new window in which the user can edit their current
motorcycle rider information.
b. View Motorcycle Coordinators – Clicking this link opens a new window containing contact
information for motorcycle coordinators at the user’s location.
7. Historical Training – Clicking this link opens a new window in which the user can view a history of the
training that has been recorded for the user in ESAMS.
8. Scheduled Training – This area will display any course for which the user is currently enrolled in
ESAMS.
a. Unenroll – Clicking this link will remove the user from the scheduled class roster.
b. View – Clicking this link will open a new window displaying the information provided for the
class. Documents provided by the administrator or instructor can be downloaded by clicking the
link(s) under the “Student Attachments” section.

9. Class Search – The main reason users will access the Global Training Registration area is to enroll in
classroom training not located at the user’s installation.
a. Type of Training – The user must select the type of training in which to enroll by clicking on the
drop down arrow to make a selection. This field defaults to “Traffic Safety”.
b. Course(s) – Once the type has been selected, clicking on the popup arrow will open a new
window in which the user can select one or more courses to include in the search. Selecting no
course will display results for all courses of the selected type in the search results.
c. Region – The user can limit the search to a specific region by clicking on the drop down arrow
to make a selection. Selecting no region will display results for all installations in the search
results.
d. Installation – The user can limit the search to one or more specific installations by clicking on
the popup arrow to open a new window in which the user can select the installation(s). The list
of installation will be limited by the selected region, and only installations providing training of
the selected type will be displayed. Selecting no installation will display results for all
installations within the selected region providing training of the selected type.
Revised 09/08/2017
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e. Month – The user must select the month in which to enroll for training by clicking on the drop
down arrow to make a selection. This field defaults to the current month.
f. Once all selections have been made, clicking the “Search” button displays the results. If no
results are returned, no class has been scheduled in ESAMS for the selected
course/installation/month. The user may wish to search using different criteria.

g. Enroll Me – Clicking this link opens a new window in which the user enrolls into the selected
class. If all open seats are unavailable, but Wait List seats are still open, this link will read “Wait
List Me”. The window will contain the class information. Clicking on the “Continue Enrollment”
button enrolls the user into the class.
i. If the class allows for the user to request training motorcycle or other materials, a new
window will display in which the user must check the box next to any equipment the
user wishes to request. Clicking the “Enroll” button completes the enrollment process.
ii. If the user is already enrolled in a class for the same selected course, a new window
will display, asking if the user wishes to remain enrolled in the original class (“Cancel
Request”) or to switch enrollment to the new class (Switch my Enrollment”).
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h. Enroll Others – Clicking this link opens a new window in which personnel with Training
Administrator access can enroll other users into the selected class. If all open seats are
unavailable, but Wait List seats are still open, this link will read “Wait List Others”.
i. If the class allows for the user to request training motorcycle or other materials, a new
window will display in which the administrator must check the box next to any
equipment the user wishes to request. Clicking the “Enroll” button completes the
enrollment process.
ii. If the user is already enrolled in a class for the same selected course, a new window
will display, showing the ID of the class in which the user is enrolled. The user must be
unenrolled from the original class before an administrator may enroll them in a new
class.
i. View - Clicking this link will open a new window displaying the information provided for the
class. Documents provided by the administrator or instructor can be downloaded by clicking the
link(s) under the “Student Attachments” section.
j. Search Again – Clicking this link will take the user back to the Global Training Registration
page, allowing the user to change the search criteria.
k. Current Month – Clicking on this drop down allows the user to select a different month for the
search while retaining the other search criteria.
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Dashboards
General users can view the “Cmd/Org Safety Summary” dashboard, allowing them to view safety information for
the user’s command/organization.
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Bugs
Clicking the “Bugs” link at the top of the ESAMS Main page opens a new window in which any problems or
errors experienced can be entered, along with a name and number to expedite the process of contacting the
user concerning the resolution of the error or problem.

ESAMS Live Chat
Clicking on the “Live Chat” link at the top of the page opens a new window in which users can contact the Help
Desk for assistance. Users can converse and discuss issues with Help Desk personnel via typed messages
instead of contacting the Help Desk by phone. Live Chat is available during the same Hours of Operation as the
ESAMS Help Desk.

Once the “Live Chat” link is clicked, a
new window will open in which the
user is connected to Help Desk
personnel in a chat session. The user
can type the question or issue into the
text box; clicking “Send” allows the
Help Desk personnel to read the
message. Once the chat is complete,
the user can click the “X” in the top
right corner of the chat window to end
the chat session.
Note:
Some
questions may require the user to
contact the Help Desk by phone or
Data Change Request (DCR) due to
the complexity of the issue/request.
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Help
The Help area, found at the top of the ESAMS Main page, contains:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

“Common ESAMS Acronyms” opens a
document describing acronyms used
within ESAMS.
“EMAIL XXXX Safety Office” allows the
user to contact their regional/group
safety office via email.
“ESAMS Administrators” shows
personnel with administrative access to
view/edit the user’s information.
“ESAMS Manuals” contains detailed
instructional manuals for each
application.
“ESAMS Templates” contains
spreadsheets used to provide required
information to ESAMS.
“FAQs” (Frequently Asked Questions)
“POC Listing” displays lists of Points of
Contact for all user groups.
“Questions or Comments” provides a
link for the Webmaster. This should
only be used for problems specific to
the web application functions and
should not be safety program issues.
ESAMS Help Desk number and hours
of operation can be found under
“Contact Us”.
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My Actions
The My Actions area will make it easier for users to make requests of the ESAMS Technical Support / Help
Desk, as well as to track the progress of those requests, facilitating easier contact for all users, especially
those who cannot contact the Help Desk during normal business hours. There are several areas within the
website that personnel may use to make ESAMS requests:






Bugs (Most pages)
Training Questions (Web Training Pages)
Questions or Comments (Main Page – Help)
Data Change Request (Administrators Only) (Main Page – Navigation Bar)
Personnel Update Request (My Tools – Profile)

Utilizing one of these links/buttons creates a Request Message in ESAMS and associates that request with
a Request ID number. This Request Message appears in the Request & Assignment Tracker of the
appropriate Technical Support personnel (Bugs, Webmaster, Data Change, etc) at the ESAMS home office,
as well as in the requester’s “My Actions” area. Once the text of the request is entered and the user clicks
“Submit Request”, the user will have an option to attach files to the request (Word Doc, Excel Spreadsheet,
etc). The user can see from the main page the requests that are either “Unread” or “Not Closed”. Clicking
on a number opens the requests for viewing.
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My Requests
The user can track the progress of requests by clicking on the numbers under “My Requests” in the in the
“My Actions” area, viewing the status of their request:





New – Request is newly submitted
Open - Personnel working on Request
Completed – Request completed

Clicking on the “Request ID#” opens the request record. The user will be able to submit further messages
relating to the request through the message in the “My Request” area, allowing for communication between
the requesting personnel and the ESAMS personnel working the request. By clicking on the Request ID
number, the user may open the window with an open data field in which to post comments. Clicking the
“Submit Message” button sends the comments to the ESAMS personnel working the request. ESAMS
personnel may make comments in this area as well (displaying “New Message(s) Click Here”),
communicating with the requester to ensure that the request is worked properly. A user can view files
attached to the request by clicking on the “file” icon in the “Files Attached” column without having to open
the request.
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My Actions
Clicking on the “My Actions” link takes the user to a new page that displays records for which the user has
been designated as: a Person Responsible for Abatement (PRA) on a Deficiency; a Point of Contact (POC)
on an Inspection; a Person Responsible for Corrective Action (PRCA) on a Corrective Action; or a
Responsible Person for AED equipment. Clicking on the record ID number (Inspection, Deficiency,
Corrective Action) will open a new window containing the record information. (Note: Personnel with
Administrative access will NOT have full access rights when accessing records from this area.
Administrators must access application records using the Administrative Links to view/edit the record with
full administrative access.)

My Tools Section:
Note: Some users will see links that others do not,
due to factors such as program. This manual
discusses only the common links that will appear.
Program-specific links (such as NFIRS Quick
Initiate) will be discussed in the related manual.
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Account Management
Clicking on the “Account Management” link takes users to a page from which they may update the Login
Preference and Code Word for their account. To change the Code Word or Security Answer, the user must type
the new text in the appropriate field and click the “Save” button. Note: Users who have their Login
Preference set to “Both” must be logged in with their CAC/PKI in order to change their User ID or
Password.

Clicking on the “Update Login
Preference” link opens a new
window in which the user can
change the method by which
they login to ESAMS. The user
should select the preferred
method and click the “Save
Login” button. User who login
with User ID/Password can also
edit the User ID/Password in
this area.
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Classroom Training Schedule
To enroll in upcoming training classes, the user may click the “Classroom Training Schedule” link to display the
available class schedules (including the class title, date/time, facility/Installation, location, etc). Clicking on a
month at the top of the page displays the scheduled classes for the selected month. Clicking “View Info” will
display any information that has been provided by class administrators. Clicking “View Documents” will display
any documents that have been made available by class administrators.

Individuals can enroll themselves into training classes.

To Enroll In a Class
1. Click the “Classroom Training Schedule” link.
2. Click “Enroll Me” after searching through and finding an upcoming class to enroll in it. A screen will
display with the information for the class.

3. Click the “Continue Enrollment” button to enroll in the class.
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Remove Enrollment
There is also a “Remove” link that allows personnel to remove only themselves from the class, available
up to 24 hours before the class start date/time. During the 24 hours previous to the class start, an
administrator listed on the class record must use the Training Administration (TA) application to remove
a student from the class roster.

1. Click the “Profile” link under My Tools, then click on the “Training” tab.
2. Under the “Training” tab, user can view classes in which the user has been enrolled.
3. Users may click the “UnEnroll” link to remove themselves from the class roster (up to 24 hours
before the class start date/time).

Job Hazard Analysis (JHA)
General User Access – Any user who completes JHA web training (326) is considered a Subject Matter Expert
(SME). He or she will be able to:
 Create a Job Hazard Analysis on the web and submit it to designated Reviewers and JHA
Administrator for approval
 Browse JHAs within the command that are in an Approved status
 May be selected as an additional Subject Matter Expert (SME) for other JHAs
 Complete a review on any JHA where designated as a Reviewer
 Begin the annual review if listed as a SME
 Details on how to create JHAs are in the JHA Manual
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License Application
When an employee clicks on the “License Application” link, they are taken to the "License Main" page. On this
page, the employee can see any current licenses associated with the employee’s account; clicking on the
license ID opens the record for viewing. Clicking on the “Create License Application” opens a new window in
which the employee can begin the process of submitting the license application.

The window will display all duty/tasks assigned to the employee for which a license can be obtained. If the
license type for which the employee is applying is not shown, the employee must contact their supervisor or an
administrator to have the appropriate duty/task(s) assigned. The employee must click on the drop-down
selector to choose the license type and click the “Create” button to move forward to the “License Request” page.
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On the “License Request” page, the employee will see two tabs. Initially, the “Application” tab will be displayed.
The employee must fill in all available information fields. In the first section, “Requester Info”, the employee
must enter personal information regarding the requested license. Once this information is entered, clicking the
“Save” button retains the information on the record.

In the second section, “Detail”, the employee must enter information regarding the equipment for the requested
license. The information requested will be different for each License Type. Available “Endorsement” selections
will be based upon the Duty/Tasks assigned to the employee, and can be chosen by clicking on the drop-down
selector. Once this information is entered, clicking the “Save” button retains the information on the record. If
one or more of the requested endorsements needs to be removed for any reason prior to submittal, the
employee should check the box next each endorsement to be removed (or click the “Select All” box to remove
all endorsements) and click the “Remove” link.
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Note: If the person applying for the license is requesting the license only for maintenance, testing,
and/or inspection of the equipment, the requester should check the “For Maintenance, Testing, and
Inspection only” checkbox.
Once all required information is entered, clicking the “Submit” button sets the request in “Submitted
status. The employee’s supervisor will receive an email regarding the requested license.

Clicking on the “History” tab allows the employee to view all license history that has been recorded for the
employee in ESAMS. The employee can view Pending Applications or Current Licenses by clicking on the “App
ID”, or view Historical Licenses by clicking on the “License History” link. In this area, the employee can also
remove unsubmitted applications by checking the box next to the application and clicking the “Delete
Application” link.
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Motorcycle Questionnaire
You can edit your profile’s motorcycle rider information by clicking on the “Motorcycle Questionnaire” link.
When you click on that link, you get a pop up window to edit the Motorcycle Rider Questionnaire.
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Profile
The “Profile” link contains nearly all personal information tracked by ESAMS for each user. Users may only look
at their own profile using the “Profile” link. On the “Profile Info” section, users can view general information,
such as supervisor, installation, or date of birth. By selecting other sections through the navigation links at the
top of the page, such as Training or Access, users can view other data that has been logged into ESAMS.

Edit Profile
A user can edit some portions of
his/her profile by typing directly
into the open text fields, or by
clicking on the popup links
available to open new windows in
which the user can enter/change
information.
Information that cannot be edited
by the user must be edited by the
Safety Office or a PA
Administrator.
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Edit Motorcycle Info
You can edit your profile’s motorcycle rider information by clicking on the “Update Motorcycle Status” button
in the Motorcycle Rider area. When you click on that button you get a pop up to edit the Motorcycle Rider
Questionnaire.
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Section 2 - Training
This section lists the assigned duties/tasks that have been assigned to you by an Administrator or your
Supervisor. Duties/Tasks are important to ESAMS in that they tell the system what required training you have,
what medical stressors you need to be evaluated for to do your job, and what PPE you need to wear. Clicking
on the “Show Requirements” link will display these for each duty/task assigned.

The Training section also contains both the Needed Training and the Training History for the user. The initial
page shows training requirements coming due. Outstanding requirements will display the due date in red.
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Training History
The “Training History” button displays the user’s full training history. In the training history pop-up, the course
listings can expand (using the “+” next to each course) and provides a detailed list of each class taken for that
specific course as shown above. The user can also sort the lists by clicking on the heading of the columns.
(Example: If a user wanted an alphabetic listing of his/her historical training, he/she can click on the “Course
Title” heading and this will sort the training list alphabetically. The action will be the same for the other columns
as well.) Finally, the user may print out their own training history by clicking on the “Printable” link, located just
above the list of classes. The user will be shown a preview of the training history as it will be printed. Clicking
the “Print Report” button in the top right corner will send the training history to the printer. Users may also print
certificates for any OJT or Web-based courses taken on ESAMS by clicking the “+” next to the desired course.
The expanded list will show the “Print Certificate” link. This action can also be performed from the “Needed
Training” link. Note: Users cannot print certificates for courses that are no longer available on ESAMS,
only for currently available training.

Section 3 - Requirements
The Requirements section lets you know if you need to have any current medical stressors evaluated, when you
need to contact medical to have them evaluated, if you have passed previous evaluations or not, and the status
of your medical stressors. You may also view your Stressor Exposure History.
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Section 4 - Access
The Personal Info section also lists the access levels that have been assigned to you by an Administrator. You
may have “Supervisor Access (2)” or other access assigned to you so that you can view the areas in ESAMS to
perform your work.

Section 5 – Instructor Quals
The Instructor Quals section will list all the courses on which the supervisor is qualified to be an instructor.

Section 6 – Associations
Issued Equipment
The Equipment section lists all equipment that has been registered in your name, as well as important
information on that equipment. Clicking on the ID will display the equipment record
Inspection/Abatement
The Inspection/Abatement section lists all occurrences in which you have been listed on an inspection, whether
as POC/Fire Warden, PRA, Administrator or Inspector. Clicking on the “#” link displays the records on which
you are listed. You can click on the record link to view that specific record.
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Report Near Miss
A Near Miss Report should be submitted for an act or event in which injury or property damage was avoided
merely by chance. You are encouraged to verbally report this event to your supervisor prior to submitting this
report to ensure immediate steps are taken to prevent the injury or property damage that was avoided this time.

To submit the Near
Miss:
- Click on the
"Report Near Miss"
button.
- Complete all fields
on the Near Miss
Report.
- Click the "Submit
Near Miss" button.
You supervisor and
safety staff will be
notified of this event
via e-mail.
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Report Unsafe/Unhealthful
The “Report Unsafe/Unhealthful” link allows the individual user to input an unsafe/unhealthful for an
administrator to evaluate, or check the status of an existing report. Users can also print out a blank form to file
an Unsafe/Unhealthful report physically, or find instructions on filing an appeal.

Safety Climate Survey
General users may be asked by their supervisors or Safety professionals to take a Safety Climate Survey on
ESAMS. The “Safety Climate Survey” link takes the user to a new page, allowing the user to complete the
survey.
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Needed Training Widget
At the top of the ESAMS Main page, the “Needed Training” widget allows personnel to quickly view any
upcoming or overdue training requirements (overdue dates will be displayed in red). The widget information
updates each time the user logs into ESAMS. Clicking the “Training History” link opens a new window in which
the user can view a list of completed trainings.

The links located under the “Availability” column assist the user in navigating to the required training. For
example, clicking “ESAMS Web” next to a course title takes the user directly to that course in the ESAMS Web
Training area.

Some training presentations are located on other websites. Clicking the website link will open a new window
that provides the user with information regarding the training. Clicking the “Continue” button takes the user to
the website (the user must provide their own login for the website if one is required).
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When a user clicks the “Classroom” link, an information box will be displayed. Clicking “Continue” takes the
user to a new page on which all scheduled classes for the selected course that are available to the user’s
command/organization will be displayed. Users can enroll/unenroll from classes in the same way as on the
Classroom Training Schedule. If no classes are available for the user’s command/org, no class records will be
shown.

ESAMS Updates
This area provides information regarding recent changes
made to the ESAMS website.
 Listed by Category
 Listed by Functional Area
 Listed by Module
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